U.S.S. Pendragon - 10009.30

Supporting Cast

B’lyn/ Zelda -									Lea
Octavious -									John Garrison
SO Gunther -									Erryn Pollack

Host Karriaunna says:
Mission synopsis:

Host Karriaunna says:
The Leralean's risking it all to go home and somehow try to save their people, have taken the Pendragon's XO and a shuttle, leaving a trail for them to follow.  The Pendragon pursued.

Host Karriaunna says:
The CMO's child is born and he has made a decision... taking his child, and hinting at the CNS to take her precious Pookie, they have boarded the Draco.

Host Karriaunna says:
The TO, with some daring idea has taken the FCO and CNS with him to try and rescue the XO.  They are in a shuttle following behind... almost catching up...  Picking up what the CMO has in mind, he says nothing, his one thought is to rescue the XO.

Host Karriaunna says:
The Korvith's eyes have been captured by the Draco and the huge transport ship has them in a tractor beam while the smaller fighter is engaged with the Pendragon who has fired upon them.  The other shuttle so far remains ignored.

Host Karriaunna says:
Down in medical, the ACMO finds Brendae lying dead on a biobed, where she has taken her life, no longer able to deal with all the loss she has had to deal with and now her one hope and the hope of her people has been taken for her.  Meanwhile, the other baby is ready to be born...

Host Karriaunna says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<On Bended Knees...  III>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

TO_Jamin says:
@::ignoring the warning shots, and belining it for the Draco::

CMO_Varr says:
@::still a bit nervous::

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::in the chair watching the transport and the Draco grow larger and larger on the viewscreen::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::tries to settle Pookie::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: is finishing the postmortem paperwork::

CTO_Castillo says:
::standing at TAC console monitoring for any other ships::

OPS_Vortak says:
::at her station on the bridge, monitoring power throughout the ship::

B`lyn says:
%::Sitting in the co-pilot's seat, watching her mother and Commander Zax apprehensively::

Octavius says:
$ :: monitoring the tractor beam shear force::

OPS_Vortak says:
::puts the computer on automatic monitoring of all frequencies::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: is aided by a nurse and puts Brendae onto a stretcher, wheels her to the morgue and places her body in a tube then tags it::

TO_Jamin says:
@::corrects some starboard drift and pushes the engines a bit harder::

CMO_Varr says:
@<Other FCO> ::adjusts the power levels on the starboard thruster::

FCO_Tim says:
::On the bridge and at the Conn.::

XO_Zax says:
%::struggling to get the ship out of the grasp of the tractor beam::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::Monitors communications::

SO_Gunther says:
::burning a second sample of the strange vapors::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Korvith tractor beam pulls the Draco into their shuttle bay, a group of guards await them.

Zelda says:
%::Monitors the last transfer of power to necessary systems and turns to Katia:: XO: Are there any weapons on this shuttle?

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Time to impact with the tractor beam?

XO_Zax says:
%::mutters a curse under her breath::

CMO_Varr says:
@::checks on the child, discreetly, it still resting, amazingly::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: About five minutes Captain!

OPS_Vortak says:
CO:  The Draco has been pulled into the Korvith's shuttlebay.

XO_Zax says:
%::looks at Zelda:: Zelda: Of course.....

TO_Jamin says:
@::races after the Draco, trying to follow them into the bay::

Octavius ® Pulse Phasers at the Pendragon:: (pulsephasers.wav)

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
OPS: Are the Korvith shields still down?

CNS_Luchena says:
@::notices the look of concentration on Andris' face::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
*CO*: Captain, I regret to inform you that while I was tending to sickbay business, Brendae intentionally over dosed on Calatize

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::rocks in his chair from the phaser impact::

CMO_Varr says:
@<Other FCO> ::cuts some power from the rear shield generator, feeding it to the engines::

OPS_Vortak says:
::checks the Korvith shields::  CO: Checking, sir.

B`lyn says:
%::Slides out of the co-pilot seat down into the little foot area, still watching and listening::

XO_Zax says:
:%Considers firing a phaser into the enemy ship::

TO_Jamin says:
@::wonders if the Korvith screens are back up yet, sees them coming back up::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
*CO*: I have placed her body in the morgue and updated her file.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::hears the ACMO's message to the CO, and gasps::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: Yes, the shields on the transport are down.

Zelda says:
%XO: Where? We must hold them off as long as we can until your people get here.

Octavius ® Pulse Phasers at the Pendragon:: (pulsephasers.wav)

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::is taken aback by the ACMO's comment::  *ACMO* Acknowledged Doctor.

CTO_Castillo says:
::monitoring his TAC console ::

TO_Jamin says:
@::suddenly stands up and runs toward the back of the shuttle, tapping controls as the screens close::

XO_Zax says:
%::looking at B'Lyn's face, realises she can't kill them all just yet::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Sir, we are one minute till impact with the beam.

OPS_Vortak says:
::begins to adjust power allocation to compensate for weapons use::

CNS_Luchena says:
@TO:  What are we going to do?

Octavius ® $ ::Fires at the Pendragon:: (all_weapons_fire!.wav)

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
OPS: Take a team to that transport... sight to sight from the bridge.  CTO: Mr. Castillo, bring our people back!

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: orders med teams together and ready for action::

CTO_Castillo says:
CO: Captain shields down to 5% and we're being hit lightly can't take too much more pounding !

TO_Jamin says:
@::looks at Varr a moment, and Luna a moment longer:: ALL: Good luck.

XO_Zax says:
%::again tries to contact the ship::

CMO_Varr says:
@<Other FCO> ::takes over the flight controls without a word, continuing the direct course into the Korvith::

TO_Jamin says:
@COMPUTER: Energize!

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Cancel that Mr. Stricker.  Bring us along side and prepare to drop shields for an emergency beam out.

CNS_Luchena says:
@TO:   Nooooo.....

B`lyn says:
%::Looks up at Zax, miserable and frightened...but almost peaceful at the same time.  Sits underneath and pulls her knees up to her chin, reminded of when she and her brother escaped::

CMO_Varr says:
@<Other FCO>  ::leaves with the TO::

CTO_Castillo says:
CO: captain down to 85% energizing the crew back sir right now

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Draco is set down and the guards surround the ship.

Octavius says:
<ShuttleBay> Get those prisoners to the holding cell, and start going over that shuttle with a fine scanner beam, I want that technology in our database

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes sir! Preparing! ::Brings us along side::

TO_Jamin says:
@::transports into the shuttle bay behind the guards::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::goes into action implementing the order::

XO_Zax says:
%:reaches out and gently strokes B'Lyn's hair::

CTO_Castillo says:
::tries to beam away team back to ship::

CMO_Varr says:
@::nods to the departing form of the TO and moves up to the controls::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The TO beams aboard the transport just as the shields are raised.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::keeps a lock on Jamin::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::loses it when the shields go up::

TO_Jamin says:
%::ducks behind a cargo container, taking a quick count::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::looks at Varr questioningly::

Octavius says:
<shuttlebay>: Octavius: Aye Sir

XO_Zax says:
%::looks at Zelda:: Zelda: Arm yourself.

TO_Jamin says:
%::sees a control panel right next to him, starts hacking::

OPS_Vortak says:
CTO:  Prepare yourself and your team to beam site-to-site to the Korvith transport.

FCO_Tim says:
::Sits on the Conn.::

Octavius ® $ ::Fires at the Pendragon:: (all_weapons_fire!.wav)

CMO_Varr says:
@::looks over at Luna, mixed feelings about the TO right now::

Zelda says:
%::Slightly impatient, but still calm and controlled:: XO: Would you point me to the weapon holder?

XO_Zax says:
%Zelda: Or can I try to talk to them?

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: As soon as the team is on the transport get us out of the vicinity, but with in sensor and communication range.

TO_Jamin says:
%::remembering everything he can, sets up a series of events...::

Octavius says:
$<Helm>: Return to our base course, 113, mark 14 warp 7

OPS_Vortak says:
::taps the console in preparation for the transport, grabbing a phaser as she does so::

XO_Zax says:
%::stands and walks to the weapons locker::

CTO_Castillo says:
@OPS: hurry we can't hold out much longer !

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes sir! Standing by!

OPS_Vortak says:
::transports OPS, CTO and security team to the transport::

TO_Jamin says:
%::seals the bay doors with an encrypted lock::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: Team beaming over now, sir.

XO_Zax says:
%:: opens the door::

Zelda says:
%::Blows air between her teeth:: XO: If you try to talk to them, you will do so from within a high-security holding cell.  I leave it to your discretion, though..

TO_Jamin says:
%::disables the tractor beams, then yells:: XO: Get out of here!!!

TO_Jamin says:
XO: Launch!

Octavius says:
$<Helm> Octavius: Course on the plotter sir, we are ready for warp speed

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Initiate evasive pattern Omega then head out at maximum warp for 1 light year.

CTO_Castillo says:
::beaming aboard ::

Zelda says:
%::Half to herself, half to Zax:: XO: The Pendragon is already involved... ::Turns to the sensors::

OPS_Vortak says:
::materializes on the Korvith transport with the security team::

CTO_Castillo says:
::looks around lost ::

SO_Gunther says:
::frowns, then burns another sample, noting the orange tint::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Aye sir! ::Initiating Omega and heads out max warp 1 light year::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: checks the other artificial womb that Krisz's child is about to be born in::

TO_Jamin says:
@::fires his phaser at two guards, quickly, then ducks::
OPS_Vortak says:
CTO: See if you can disable this vessel.

Octavius says:
$:: Korvith Security Force escort the prisoners to the holding cells, on the lower decks::

CMO_Varr says:
@::looks over at Luna::  Luna:  I think we are done here.

CNS_Luchena says:
@Varr:  It's now or never.

CTO_Castillo says:
OPS: that won't be a problem  ::heads to engineering with his rifle and the security team::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::takes a deep breath::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: brings the child out of the womb and into the world::

CMO_Varr says:
@::nods, then inputs the course change, and presses engage, leaving the area at warp 3::

Host Karriaunna says:
The shuttle bay doors close too soon, trapping the Draco.

FCO_Tim says:
::On the bridge and at the Conn.::

TO_Jamin says:
%::tries to get the doors open, hoping the lock holds::

CMO_Varr says:
@::releases a breath he hadn't realized he had been holding::  Luna: It's done.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION: OPS and the CTO beam through onto the transport, but not the others.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::takes the co-pilot seat::

Zelda says:
%::Checks sensors:: XO: The doors are closed. Do you want to stand our ground, or try to talk?

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: places the child in an incubator to check for any complications::

XO_Zax says:
%::Curses and tries to stop the shuttle::

CTO_Castillo says:
::looking around on the transport ::

XO_Zax says:
%::looks at Zelda::

OPS_Vortak says:
CTO:  Unfortunately, it looks as though we lost our other crewmen; they didn't make it before the shields went back up.

CTO_Castillo says:
@ ::realizes that it's just the OPS and himself and no security team ::

XO_Zax says:
%Zelda: We haven't much choice do we?

CTO_Castillo says:
OPS: then let's take this ship for ourselves shall we?

CNS_Luchena says:
@Varr:  We are doing the right thing, right?

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
OPS: Report.  Any word on the Draco or the rescue shuttle?

OPS_Vortak says:
@ CTO:  Let's do it; I will follow your lead as Chief Tactical Officer.

FCO_Tim says:
::Waits for orders, is still at the Conn.::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::watches the distance grow::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: enters into the computer record the birth of an alien child and its apparent healthiness::

XO_Zax says:
%::taps her badge::

SO_Gunther says:
::takes a careful whiff...the aroma reminding him a bit of spice cake::

TO_Jamin says:
%::hurting to remember everything, tries another sequence to open the doors::

CMO_Varr says:
@Luna: Yes, I think so.  Not much way to turn back now.

XO_Zax says:
%*Andris*: Where are you?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The CTO and OPS here the loud stomp of marching men closing on their location.

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: but leaves the name blank as it is not his place to name him::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::smiles, and heads out with his phaser rifle on stun headed towards the bridge of the ship::

OPS_Vortak says:
%COM: CO: The shuttle is here, we are trying to disable the vessel.  We lost all of the AT except my self and the CTO.

FCO_Tim says:
::Waits for orders, is still at the Conn.::

CNS_Luchena says:
@Varr:  Any idea where we should go from here?

TO_Jamin says:
%*XO*: I'm trying to open the doors... ::fires the phaser over his shoulder again::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::falls back silently signaling to the OPS that there is danger ahead ::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  A team of shabby engineers, surrounded by guards enter the shuttle bay to 
fix the problem.

OPS_Vortak says:
%::falls back with the CTO::

Octavius says:
$ <K-Guard>: ::looks down from the access walkway in the Hangar , and sees an alien:: Octavius: Alert, Alert, intruder, shuttlebay 8

Octavius ® (alert.wav)

XO_Zax says:
%::grabs a phaser rifle and hands it to Zelda::

B`lyn says:
%::Looks up at the other two::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::whispering:: OPS: sounds like an army out there this might be harder than I thought

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
COMM: OPS: Good work Lieutenant.  Keep an open channel, we are approximately 1 light year from your position and can be there in a moments notice.

TO_Jamin says:
%::fires at the guard on the walkway as he punches in another open sequence::

CMO_Varr says:
@Luna:  ::ponders that for a moment::  I hadn't really thought that far.    We could try for the Alpha Quadrant, or just set down on the first hospitable planet we find.

FCO_Tim says:
::Sits at the Conn.::

Zelda says:
%::Nods firmly to Zax:: XO: Good choice.  ::Looks over the controls, quickly familiarizing herself with them::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The guards fire upon the TO.  A stray shot knocks down a beam, creating much dust and debris to go flying, creating a cover...

Octavius says:
$<Security>: Intruder Alert, Hangar 8, from the alien ship

CNS_Luchena says:
@Varr:  We should settle somewhere until the child is a bit more....vigorous?

CTO_Castillo says:
%COMM: CO: lets just hope we don't need you that fast captain

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO: Indeed ::whispering::  *CO* ::quietly:: Acknowledged.

TO_Jamin says:
%::dashes through the dust, firing at where the guards should be::

XO_Zax says:
%Zelda: We're going out the escape hatch. Stay down and keep B'Lyn with you.

ACMO_Daetalus says:
*CO*: Sir, the child that was removed from Krisz before we placed her in stasis has been born.

Zelda says:
%XO: We?

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Mr. Stricker hold a parallel course on the Korvith transport.  Let's make them think we are a sensor shadow

Octavius says:
$<K-Sec> Octavius: Acknowledged, locking down outer perimeter with level 1 forcefields

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes sir! Great plan! ::Initiates the CO's plan::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::holds phaser at the ready just in case, thinking she is glad there are no spiders here::

TO_Jamin says:
%*XO*: Stand by to launch....

CTO_Castillo says:
%::slowly getting to the door way, crawls to one side and allows it to open by itself to see what is outside without being seen::

Octavius ® $ ::Fires at the Pendragon:: (all_weapons_fire!.wav)

CNS_Luchena says:
@::checks long-range scans for a class M planet::

TO_Jamin says:
%::dashes by the panel again, trying yet another open sequence, and almost out of ideas::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::watches CTO's back but wishes he would let her in on what he is planning::

CMO_Varr says:
@::looks back to where the child is resting::  Luna:  That might be a good idea.  ::turning back to Luna::  The question comes, do we try to integrate into a spacefaring race, or look for an empty 
planet?

Octavius says:
$<K-Sec>:: Fires again at the alien::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::whispers:: OPS: in most cases, I'd say ladies first but this could be ugly, let me go first you watch my back OK?

Octavius ® (handphaser.wav)

TO_Jamin says:
%::fires three quick bursts, one at the walkway::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::nods her acknowledgment to the CTO::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: places the child in the newly thrown together infant ward::

XO_Zax says:
%*Andris*: We're coming out, Commander. Get to safety.

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
*ACMO*: Excellent news Doctor.  ::rocks from further fire::  Keep me informed.  ::moves back towards the TAC terminal::  FCO: Attack maneuver Vn'dor Alpha 3... 
initiate.  ::fires phasers::

TO_Jamin says:
%*XO*: No, you're launching. ::presses a control angrily...this better work::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes sir! ::initiates Alpha 3::

CTO_Castillo says:
%OPS: we are going to crawl into the hallway and you are going to take one side and I am going to take out the other make sure you are ready to stun some people, OK?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The guards begin to pry open the doors of the shuttle

CNS_Luchena says:
@::looks at Varr sadly::  Varr:  I don't want to get too settled.  I'd like to try and return home someday.

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO: I am ready.  Let's go.

XO_Zax says:
%*Andris*: We have no choice! They are boarding.

TO_Jamin says:
%::ducks around a crate and fires at the guards prying on the shuttle::

Octavius says:
$<K-Sec2>:: Arrives just outside the hangar bay doors::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The shuttle doors begin to slowly open... then freeze.  The opening is barely large enough for the shuttle...

XO_Zax says:
%Shoves Zelda through the escape hatch::

Zelda says:
%::Moves to the front of the shuttle and holds the phaser rifle at ready::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::begins to crawl out quickly and looks around for anyone to blast with his rifle::

TO_Jamin says:
%*XO*: I won't let them! Go! Now!

CTO_Castillo says:
%::begins phaser firing at anyone that is strange to him ::

TO_Jamin says:
%::Fires twice more, barely noticing the flashing light on his weapon indicating an almost empty power cell.::

XO_Zax says:
%::turns back, looks at the doors and runs for the launch controls::

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Bring us back toward that Korvith transport.  I'm betting the fighter won't fire at us so easily when we are in close proximity to it.

Octavius ® an intense unknown weapon:: (Deflector?Dish?FIRE!.wav)

OPS_Vortak says:
%::follows quickly behind the CTO, watching for danger and covering his back::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
*CO*: Aye sir

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Sensors pick up more incoming Korvith ship.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Aye sir! ::Brings us towards the Korvith ship::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::pets Pookie, and feels very badly about leaving her friends in such dire circumstances::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::noticing there is hardly anyone in the hallway except one engineer that went down quickly::

B`lyn says:
%::Still huddled in the floor of the shuttle, beneath the co-pilot's seat, staying perfectly still and silent::

Octavius ® $ ::Fires at the Pendragon:: (all_weapons_fire!.wav)

CTO_Castillo says:
%::runs to him and checks him for anything, nothing found begins to move to the bridge::

TO_Jamin says:
%::sees the Draco beginning to move, and keys in an overload sequence on the panel as a round of fire grazes his shoulder::

CMO_Varr says:
@::nods::  Luna:  I don't think staying in this quadrant was even in consideration.  An empty planet then?

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: hears a need for a med crew on deck 8, sends med team Beta to help::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::relaxes slightly when no one is there::  CTO:  Perhaps we should disable some of their systems before taking over the bridge?

CNS_Luchena says:
@Varr:  That would be my preference.  ::tries to not cry::

CTO_Castillo says:
% OPS: stay close Lt. don't want to lose you so soon. ::smiles at OPS::

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::fires a fierce volley at the fighter out the Aft torpedo tubes as the Pendragon approaches the transport::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Pendragon is rocked as various consoles spark.

Octavius says:
$~~~Mind bending of light, light bending, lightwaves...........gone~~~

TO_Jamin says:
%::fires at the catwalk supports in an attempt to collapse it::

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO: I have no intention of going anywhere.

CTO_Castillo says:
%OPS: any suggestions?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Korvith transport vanishes from sight...

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Bring us within 100 meters of the transport and fly us along it's Dorsal area

XO_Zax says:
%::looks back grimly:: All: Hold on, we're going to try to launch!

CTO_Castillo says:
%OPS: maybe engineering?

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: is thrown back by the shot impact

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO: If we can find a computer link... yes, engineering might be good.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Aye sir.....the ship. It's gone. Right off the sensors

Zelda says:
%::Grabs her seat shakily:: XO: Understood..

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::notices the missing object on the TAC scanners::  FCO: Where did it go?  You have it on your sensors?

TO_Jamin says:
%::grimaces as his cover is slowly being blown away, but returns fire anyway::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::Checks long-range scans again, and hopes they can put enough distance between themselves, the Korvith and the Pendragon::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The support crashes down.

CTO_Castillo says:
%OPS: I like the way you think, I think I see one over here. come on. :: runs to a computer 
terminal::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: No sir. The ship is not registering on our instruments.

TO_Jamin says:
%::wonders what the shuttle is waiting on, and grins with satisfaction at the collapsed walkway::

XO_Zax says:
%*Andris*: Ready to beam aboard, Commander?

Octavius says:
$<Helm>: Hard over, I want to be gone from these impetuous aliens.........

TO_Jamin says:
%::fires again:: *XO*: Negative. I'm keeping the way clear. Launch!

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: meets the med team, bringing in a wounded crewman::

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Scan for ANY anomalous readings.  ::Scans TAC for the fighter::

CMO_Varr says:
@::moves over closer to Luna and holds her in his arms::  Luna:  It will be all right.

XO_Zax says:
%::once again attempts to launch::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::begins type away trying to hack into the system::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::follows CTO to the terminal and begins to silently break into their computer system:: CTO:  
Check the systems and see if you can find a weakness while I attempt to break in.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Aye sir. ::scans for anomalies::

TO_Jamin says:
%::presses the fire button again, but nothing comes out::

Octavius says:
$<K-Sec>:: a fire fight begins with the alien::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::looks at the OPS impressed, and does as she asked::

CNS_Luchena says:
@Varr:  I know it will.  We can be together now.  Its just that....we have left so much behind...our friends...our home... ::sniffles a bit::

TO_Jamin says:
%::sees a power pry bar lying conveniently next to him::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Sir, I'm getting something waver, but nothing I can lock onto.

CTO_Castillo says:
%::checking the systems and begins to tamper with environmental on the bridge::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::uses her linguistic skills to crack the code of their system::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  A group of guards begins to enter the room the CTO and OPS is in.

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Localize.  Is it some form of transportation like warp drive?

OPS_Vortak says:
%::hears the guards and ducks pulling the CTO with her::

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Does it trail off in a single direction like a path?

TO_Jamin says:
%::grabs the pry bar, and listens intently::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::following the tugging with his rifle ready::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: I'm not reading any sub-space become, transport or nothing sir. It's trailing on an off.

CTO_Castillo says:
%::waiting for the whites of the guard's eyes to fire::

TO_Jamin says:
%::hears the console begin to whine, and slithers around a container for cover::

Octavius says:
$<K-Sec2> ::enter the Hangar Bay, the alien is now in a cross fire from both sides of the bay::

Octavius ® (laser.wav)

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Is it something we can follow?

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: checks the crewmen and gives him a dose of Genericilln for pain, then places dermaline gel on the burns::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::slows her breathing down to be very silent, hoping they will pass without noticing them::

Octavius ® (phasrif.wav)

Octavius ® (phasrif.wav)

Octavius ® (phasrif.wav)

CTO_Castillo says:
%::thinking to self wow the OPS got a strong tug::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Well it could be but I can't get a lock on it so we may not be able to follow it.

XO_Zax says:
%::sighs and powers down the shuttle::

XO_Zax says:
%Zelda: Let's go.

TO_Jamin says:
%::winces as bits of durasteel rain around him::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::ready to burst into action if noticed but for now playing it silent::

CMO_Varr says:
@::comforts Luna, not saying how little he left behind, being that she IS his world::

Octavius says:
$K-Sec2>:: Begin moving up slowly the squad of Korvith Security Force of 8 now encircle the 
brave alien::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  A console near by in the hanger explodes, creating more havoc.

Octavius ® (handphaser.wav)

Zelda says:
%XO: Where to?

Octavius ® (handphaser.wav)

Octavius ® (handphaser.wav)

TO_Jamin says:
%::takes advantage of the chaos to charge up and lunge at the nearest guard, splitting his skull with a sharp swing of the pry bar, before diving behind another crate::

XO_Zax says:
%::pushes open the escape hatch::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::peeks around the console to see if the guards have passed::

Zelda says:
%::Beginning to lose hope that she will personally survive this, but assures herself that it was the 
right thing to do for her planet and people::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
*FCO*: We have wounded, watch those maneuvers please.

XO_Zax says:
%Zelda: We have to get B'Lyn out of here.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: However it's not impossible. I can try to calibrate the nav sensor to get a point in space!

CNS_Luchena says:
@::stops crying and looks at Varr gratefully::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::wondering how long will it take for these guards to pass?::

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::continues to return fire::  FCO: Get us out of here... maximum warp.  We can come back later when that Korvith ship has given up.

Zelda says:
%XO: Yes..     B'lyn: B'lyn dear? 

FCO_Tim says:
*ACMO* I'm trying Doc, but it's not my fault. The evasive patterns are rough.

TO_Jamin says:
%::doesn't make a sound as two more shots graze him::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::removes her communicator and pips::

B`lyn says:
%::Slowly emerges from her little place and stands up:: Zelda: Yes mother...

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The guards continue on their way, not noticing the CTO and OPS

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes sir! ::Engages warp drive out of the system::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
*FCO*: Just do your best :: notices the incubator about to tip over::

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO: Looks like they're gone.

CMO_Varr says:
@::looks down at Luna, leaning down, kissing her on the lips, lightly at first, but then with a bit of growing passion::

FCO_Tim says:
*ACMO* I'll try very hard Doc.

CTO_Castillo says:
%::breaths slightly a sigh of relief:: OPS: back to work then for us.

Octavius says:
$<K-Sec2><Chief>: Approach, Now!! :: The KSF approach and run up on the location of the alien, 
the rush him::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: lunges over and keeps the incubator from falling over::

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO: Were you able to find a weakness we can exploit?

Zelda says:
%::Gently takes B'lyn by the shoulders and looks at her:: B'lyn: I want you to know I love you very much, but I had to do this... Do you understand?

CNS_Luchena says:
@::kisses Varr back very passionately::

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::checks TAC scans for a pursuing ship::

XO_Zax says:
%::slams the hatch::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::going back to systems:: OPS: yeah I think we can tap into the environmental control of the ship from here

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION: A spark in the distance briefly lightens up the area as the prophets open a small wormhole...  a small ship emerges....

XO_Zax says:
%Zelda: Hold for a second.

CMO_Varr says:
@::pulls Luna up into his arms, hands moving around to her back and into her hair::

TO_Jamin says:
%::snaps the shins of another guard as he comes around, cursing as his weapon skitters across 
the floor, well out of reach::

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO: What do you plan to do with environmental systems?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Weapons fire strikes the TO.

CTO_Castillo says:
%OPS: simple, freeze them out

B`lyn says:
%::Slowly nods::

Octavius ® (handphaser.wav)

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Mayhem surrounds the Draco.

TO_Jamin says:
%::blinks as he is knocked to the ground::

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO:  We don't know where on the vessel our people are, however.  We may put them in peril.

CTO_Castillo says:
%::smiling, as he begins to lower the temperature in the bridge to blow freezing ::

Zelda says:
%::Smiles sadly:: B'lyn: Good girl. ::Let's go and looks at the commander:: XO: Whatever you tell us to do, commander, we'll do.

Octavius says:
$<K-Sec>:: Approaches with his Jem’Hadar styled edged sword looking down on the alien::

XO_Zax says:
%::watches in horror as the TO falls::

TO_Jamin says:
%*XO*: It's now or never. ::coughs, not noticing the reddish fluid that comes out::

CTO_Castillo says:
% OPS: we could try and locate them through this I figure they would be on the brig not on the ship itself

Octavius says:
$K-Sec><Sec-Chief>: Swords only!

XO_Zax says:
%::attempts to launch one last time::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The transports life supports are altered, catching the Korvith off guard.

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO:  I will try to locate them.  ::taps the console::

TO_Jamin says:
%::forces himself to stand and face death directly, wishing he had a sword::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The small ship is not noticed by anyone in the battle.

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO:  They are in the shuttlebay still.  And there is a lot of firing going on down there.

CTO_Castillo says:
%::nods and goes to work on stopping the engines completely from this station::

SO_Gunther says:
::snaps out of his reverie and runs a spectrometer over the resulting vapors::

XO_Zax says:
%::fires up the engines::

CTO_Castillo says:
%OPS: then that's where we're headed

CMO_Varr says:
@::notices a light blinking on the board and looks at the sensors::

CMO_Varr says:
@::breaks off the kiss::  Luna:  Look... a wormhole.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The guards converge on the TO, not paying attention to the shuttle they don't believe can leave.

TO_Jamin says:
%::smiles as he hears the engines start, and braces for their charge with the pry bar::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::sets the bridge Conn. to overload and stop the ship ::

Octavius says:
$<OPS>: Octavius, the ships life support has off-line

CNS_Luchena says:
@::looks::

XO_Zax says:
%::Tears begin to roll down her face as she realises what Andris has done for them::

OPS_Vortak says:
%CTO: Let's get out of here before they realize that this is the source of their problems. Heads out 
toward the shuttlebay.

TO_Jamin says:
%::backs up slowly, trying to keep them away from behind him::

CMO_Varr says:
@::quickly scans the small ship::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Sir, any orders?

CTO_Castillo says:
%::taking the OPS' by the hand begins to head to the others ::

Zelda says:
%::Finds the transport controls on the Draco:: XO: Do you want me to try to beam your people onto the shuttle once we've launched?

XO_Zax says:
%::heads the shuttle towards the bay doors::

Octavius says:
$<Ops> Lock it down, we can do without life-support for 8 hours..........this is more important at the moment ::returns watching the firefight on the hangar deck through the main monitor

CMO_Varr says:
@::Looks over at Luna::  Luna:  Shall we take this one?

XO_Zax says:
%::nods grimly:: Zelda: Andris first.

TO_Jamin says:
%::finally runs out of room, and drops into his fighting stance::

CNS_Luchena says:
@Varr:  Why not?  ::shrugs::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::running fast get to the shuttle bay without being noticed ::

CMO_Varr says:
@::smiles briefly, but warmly, making the course adjustments::  Luna:  Here we go.

OPS_Vortak says:
%::follows stealthily behind CTO::

Zelda says:
%XO: Understood.   ::Gets a transporter lock on the TO, CTO, and OPS.   Begins transporter the 
TO off the Korvith transport and onto the Draco::

Octavius says:
$<K-Sec>:: Two KSF Members, attack the brave alien, cutting and stabbing him with their swords::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::holds on::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  With a wicked grin, one of the guards aim at the TO as he gives the XO the critical moment to get out of there....

CMO_Varr says:
@::reaches over and takes Luna's hand in his as the shuttle plunges into the wormhole::

Octavius says:
$:: The alien is impaled with a Korvith sword::

TO_Jamin says:
%::manages to block one, and mercifully does not feel the other drive the sword deep into his chest::

CTO_Castillo says:
%:: finds the door and goes in diving and shooting carefully at whatever is not familiar to him::

XO_Zax says:
@::as the shuttle reaches the open door, she hits the button::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The TO, CTO and OPS are beams aboard the ship... but...  they better 
scadaddle...

CNS_Luchena says:
@::as they leave the quadrant, gets one last desperate feeling from Andris::

Zelda says:
@::Finishes the transport and transfers all power to the engines::

XO_Zax says:
@::clearing the ship, heads towards the Pendragon::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The CMO and CNS with the newborn vanish into the wormhole and the unknown... there hands in those of the prophets...

CTO_Castillo says:
::sees his TO take a sword in the chest::

Octavius says:
$::The Korvith Security Force watches as the alien dematerializes in from of them::

TO_Jamin says:
%:materializes on the Draco, goes pale, and falls to the deck and promptly loses all of his blood 
on the shuttle floor::

B`lyn says:
%:Eyes open wide as the CTO To, and OPS appear.  Walks over to the battered TO and kneels next to him::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::finds herself materialized on the Draco::

XO_Zax says:
$::looks back to see the TO collapse::

Octavius says:
$<K-Sec> Octavius: The Alien, and the shuttle, they are gone!!!!

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: is tending to the wounds of the many crew brought in ::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::enraged, blasts the culprits ::

OPS_Vortak says:
%::looks at the XO::  XO: Your orders, Ma'am?

SO_Gunther says:
::smiles at the expected results, and starts another sample::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Korvith are not happy... not happy at all....

XO_Zax says:
%COMM: Pendragon: We need help. Andris is mortally injured.

Octavius says:
$::Octavius watches as the wormhole closes:: ~~~Mind bending light, light no longer bends, appear~~~

XO_Zax says:
%OPS: Save his life, I owe him that.

FCO_Tim says:
::sits at the Conn. of the Pen::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::holding his TO in his arms:: TO: hold on Jamin hold on!

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
COMM: Draco: Acknowledged.  we're changing course to intercept.  ::nods at the FCO to do it::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: is sending crew out almost as fast as they come in::

XO_Zax says:
%::nods for the OPS to take the helm::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
:: has sent all but 4 doctors and nurses to other parts of the ship that needed help::

TO_Jamin says:
%:still motionless as the rent fragments of his heart completely fail::

FCO_Tim says:
::Sees the CO nod and sets an intercept course::

XO_Zax says:
%::walks over and kneels down next to the TO::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Korvith aim their weapons at the Draco.

CTO_Castillo says:
%TO: Jamin, hold on man

XO_Zax says:
%Andris: Thank You.

OPS_Vortak says:
%::takes the helm and does evasive maneuvers to avoid the Korvith::

B`lyn says:
%::Looks up at Zax, back down at the TO, then at Zax again, tearfully:: XO: Miss Katia, I am so 
sorry...

FCO_Tim says:
CO: The Korvith have armed and aimed their weapons at the Draco.

XO_Zax says:
OPS: Maximum warp, Evasive maneuvers.

CTO_Castillo says:
%::tears welling up in his eyes:: TO: Jamin? stay with us stay with us.

OPS_Vortak says:
XO: Aye.  ::continues evasive maneuvers and puts the shuttle into maximum warp heading toward the Pendragon::

Octavius ® $ ::Fires at the Pendragon:: (all_weapons_fire!.wav)

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::arms high yield torpedoes at the Korvith and let's the Pendragon "Breath Fire!"::

XO_Zax says:
%::tears begin to course unchecked down her face::

Octavius ® $ ::Fires at the Pendragon:: (all_weapons_fire!.wav)

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The size of the Draco are its only saving grace....

CTO_Castillo says:
%::tears flowing realizing he's not going to make it, he holds him.::

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Are we in transporter range yet?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Pendragon is rocked, engines go off-line, but not before they do their own damage on the Korvith ship.  Both are stilled....

B`lyn says:
%XO: Miss Katia?

FCO_Tim says:
CO: In a few second sir! ::Shakes:: Engines off-line.

XO_Zax says:
%::looks at Andris one last time and stands::

Octavius says:
$<Helm>: Sir, main propulsion is off-line, secondary weapons are fused............

OPS_Vortak says:
%::checks in to the Pendragon, finding they are disabled.  XO: Ma'am, the Pendragon has been disabled.

XO_Zax says:
%B'Lyn: Yes?

SO_Gunther says:
::frowns and looks around at the flickering lights...he had scarcely noticed the impacts::

OPS_Vortak says:
%XO: Along with the Korvith ship.

Host CO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
FCO: Get down to Main Engineering again.  It appears we are in another race... only 
this time the first one to repair their ship is the only one to survive.

CTO_Castillo says:
%::with tears flowing, he closes the eyes of his TO, holding him while staring blankly away::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The TO gives off his last breath, a smile of peace coming to his face.  One that has not been there in a long time....

XO_Zax says:
%::nods grimly:: OPS: Get us home.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Aye sir! ::Stands up and walks into the TL::

Octavius says:
$<Damage Control> Begin working on Main Propulsion, make sure those pulse phaser's are on line!!!

CTO_Castillo says:
%TO: JAMIN!

OPS_Vortak says:
%XO: Working on it, Ma'am.  ::continues the course to the Pendragon::

EO_Unknown says:
::shuts down the coolant in a near fractured link, routing it through a the primary line::

CTO_Castillo says:
%::collapsing in tears::

Zelda says:
%::Sitting in the co-pilot's seat, watching thoughtfully at the distance::

FCO_Tim says:
TL: Main Engineering!

CTO_Castillo says:
%::shocked, staring in to nothing holding Jamin's dead body still::

Octavius ® $ ::Fires at the Pendragon:: (all_weapons_fire!.wav)

XO_Zax says:
%::slams a fist into the wall< wishing it was Zelda's face, if only for an instant::

FCO_Tim says:
::Walks off of the TL and right into ME. Sees Ensign Wellington:: Wellington: We need to get those engines online.

EO_Unknown says:
::sends two over to realign the crystal matrix::

B`lyn says:
%::Starts at Zax's movement::

ACMO_Daetalus says:
*CO*: Captain, what has happened, I sence something terribly wrong

CTO_Castillo says:
%TO: may you find peace on your next journey my ...friend.

Host Karriaunna says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

